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CHAPTER 1

Introduction 

1.1. Background 

1.1.1. RF-based Indoors Location Technology 

Indoor locating technology is significant with regard to context-aware applications.  Most 

researches in indoor locating are based on radio frequency (RF).  By analyzing signal 

strength (SS) received from IEEE 802.11 access point (AP), we can evaluate user’s position 

accurately.  The critical point on RF-based system is the propagation within buildings 

strongly influenced by physical architecture.  The pass loss in large-scale model and the 

multi-path fading in small-scale fading model would be the bottleneck of research issues. 

     Recently, many researches on wireless indoor location were based on RF signal.  We 

can group systems which use RF signal as their transmission medium into two types: 

infrastructure mode and ad-hoc mode.  Infrastructure mode provides system stable network 

architecture, and ad-hoc mode forms a MANET by connecting users. 

     Since wireless indoor location system owns better stability in static wireless network, 

recent investigations take infrastructure mode as their backbone.  Referring to architecture 
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of infrastructure mode, every network node can be an AP which is a production of IEEE 

802.11.  Referring to 802.11 protocol, users can communicate to APs with their handhelds.   

Thus we can judge locations of users by analyzing the signals transmitted through 

handhelds and APs.  Clear concept is illustrated with figure 1-1. 

Figure 1-1: Location Concept 

     As we can see in figure 1-1, there are many Access Points built in the experimental 

environment.  Users move arbitrary and communicate with APs by their handhelds.  Then 

we take the conjunction of transmission range for each AP.  Finally, we send this 

information to system to calculate location of users. 

     Most RF-based location systems are operated in two phases: 

Offline phase

     In offline calibration phase, locating system calibrates a great deal of data on 
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specific location and stores these data labeled with location information into database 

called radio map. 

Online phase

     In online estimation phase, system calibrates some data in real time and 

cooperate these new data with radio map to estimate people’s location. 

     Most RF-based location systems demand large amount of calibration data.  It’s 

manpower-wasted to calibrate a lot of data for each building.  Reducing offline calibration 

effort and making estimation result acceptable are our goals.  We expect to calibrate data 

on one location in each room and at most three points in whole space during offline training 

phase.

     Radio-map based techniques can be categorized into two broad categories: 

deterministic techniques and probabilistic techniques.  Deterministic techniques represent 

the signal strength of an access point at a location by a scalar value.  For example, the 

mean value, and use non-probabilistic approaches to estimate the user location.  For 

example, in the RADAR system [1-2], the authors use nearest neighborhood techniques to 

infer user’s location.  On the other hand, probabilistic techniques store information about 

the signal strength distributions from the access points in the radio map and use 

probabilistic techniques to estimate user’s location.  For example, the Nibble system uses a 

Bayesian Network approach to estimate the user location. 

1.1.2. Wireless Channel Propagation 
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The IEEE 802.11b standard works over the radio frequencies in the license-free band at 2.4 

GHz.  Although the standard has been widespread used due to the license-freedom of the 

band, but it suffers a lot of interference from other devices which use the same free band. 

     Assuming that we ignore all the noisy interference, wireless channel propagation is 

influenced by two types of fading: large-scale and small-scale fading.  Large-scale fading 

represents the average signal power attenuation or path loss due to motion over large areas.   

Small-scale fading refers to the dramatic changes in signal amplitude and phase that can be 

experienced as a result of rapid fluctuation in the spatial separation or short period of time and 

is manifested by multi-path propagation.  Large-scale is considered the path loss which 

represents the local mean of the channel gain and therefore dependent on the distance between 

the transmitter and receiver.  Small-scale fading is a characteristic of radio propagation 

resulting from the presence reflectors and scatters that cause multiple versions of the 

transmitted signal to arrive at the receiver, each distorted in amplitude, phase and angle of 

arrival. 

Figure 1-2: Wireless channel propagation 
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     Figure 1-2 shows the phenomenon of fluctuation in wireless signal propagation.  

Both large-scale and small-scale fading cause the instability of signal strength.  The 

influence in large-scale fading is slow and smooth, but quick and severe in small-scale 

fading.  Figure 1-3 displays the propagation fluctuation of signal strength.  Even at a 

fixed location, the signal strength received form the same AP varies with time. 

Figure 1-3: An example of a histogram of the signal strength of an access point 

1.1.3. Wireless Prediction and Tracking Technology 

Wireless tracking technology is based on results of locating system.  Connecting each location 

estimation result as a path and using this path to predict next user position.  Referring to 

prediction, we analyze users’ heuristic movement data and judge their next possible positions.   

At present, a lot of researches on mobile tracking and prediction focus on analyzing users’ 

heuristic movement data.  We can categorize these analysis methodologies into three main 

portions:

1 Data mining
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     The major essence of this method is to use data mining technique to find out the rule 

of user movement and make use of the rule for predicting next position. 

2 Mobility pattern

     This kind of method cuts whole environment with the concept of zone and divides 

each zone into several grids with fixed size.  All the grids are presented in the form of 

matrix.  Then recording the number of times for each grid passed through by certain user.   

If user A passes through grid 1 three times, then the record of grid 1 is three.  Finally, the 

path which owns highest number of times is the prediction result. 

3 Probability pattern

     As implied by the name, this kind of method adopts probability calculation to predict 

user’s next position.  Undoubtedly, there are some mathematical models for analyzing 

data in radio map to estimate user’s next position. 

     Wireless indoor tracking and prediction is another research issue we are interested in.   

Using the path formed by prior locations to extend the next one is the simplest way.   

However, this methodology causes high error rate leading to be unsuitable in real system.   

There are other researches analyzing user’s movement heuristic locus to compute next 

position for prediction. 

1.1.4. Learning Technology 

The main idea in this thesis is to reduce the calibration effort in WLAN location system.  It is 

necessary to present a model for eliminating the accuracy down caused by data decrease.  One 

of the methods is interpolation model, we can use interpolation model to calculate data 
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compensate for non-calibrated grid points.  After interpolating data, we can use learning 

technique to adjust the incorrectness of interpolated data. 

     Neural Network (NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Hidden Markov Model 

(HMM) are well-known learning technologies.  We adopt HMM to formulate our learning 

model and it will be described in chapter 4.  The concept of HMM will be introduced here 

briefly.

Figure 1-4: Example of Markov Model 

     Figure 1-4 illustrates an example of Markov Model. There are three states in the model 

and they represent up, down and unchanged status in stock. A is the probability transition 

matrix and  means the initial states probability set.  If we want to know the probability of 5 

consecutive up days, it will be P(up,up,up,up,up) = upa11a11a11a11 = 0.0648. 
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Figure 1-5: Example of Hidden Markov Model 

     Figure 1-5 demonstrates the transformation from Markov Model into Hidden Markov 

Model.  HMM makes the states not observable and encapsulates the probability set.  HMM is 

characterized by the following: 

– N, the number of states in the model 

– M, the number of distinct observation symbols per state 

– The state transition probability distribution A={aij}, where aij=P[qt+1=j|qt=i],1<i,j <N 

– The observation symbol probability distribution in state j, B={bj(vk)}, where 

bj(vk)=P[ot=vk|qt=j], 1 j  N,1  k  M

– The initial state distribution ={ i}, where i=P[qt=i],1 i N

     Generally, we use a compact notation =(A,B, ) to indicate the complete parameter set 

of an HMM.  There are three basic problems for HMM, and assuming that we are given an 

observation sequence O=(O1,O2,…OT).  The three problems are as follows: 

– Problem 1: How to efficiently compute P(O | )?
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– Problem 2: How to choose an optimal state sequence Q=(q1,q2,……, qT) which best  

explains the observations? 

– Problem 3: How to adjust the model parameter =(A,B, ) to maximize P(O | )? 

     We attempt to solve problem 3 to adjust our system and figure out problem 2 based 
on results of problem 3 

1.2. Motivation

In wireless network research, context-aware applications and mobile computing are 

interesting to investigators in recent years.  To establish an intelligent environment with 

context-aware applications is significant for human life.  A key feature of context-aware 

applications and mobile computing is the location information.  A number of geographical 

and commercial applications are derived via location information.  The museum guiding 

system is a good example.  It’s critical to develop a locating system indoors with high 

accuracy.  Several studies have been conducted to offer some locating theorems.  Many 

of above implement based on signal strength (SS) and access point (AP) information and 

supply a model for their location calculation.  Although regarding signal strength is 

somehow sufficiently to obtain location of mobile terminal with low deviation, it’s more 

workable to consider with the property of physical architecture.  After all, this research 

direction is derived from practical issues. 

1.3. Organization 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.  Chapter 2 introduces related works in 
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WLAN locating system. Our locating system models are proposed in Chapter 3.  In 

Chapter 4, we present our management on radio map.  Experimental evaluation is shown 

in Chapter 5 and chapter 6 concludes this thesis and remarks on future work. 


